Background: The aim of this study was to assess the robustness of cardiac SPECT radiomics
Introduction
As major causes of death, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are main concerns for many scientists worldwide (1, 2) . Myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is a valuable approach to identify CVDs patients for medical management such as diagnosis, intervention, therapy, and follow-up (3) . With this regards, nuclear medicine modalities including single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) remains the most common procedure in the evaluation and risk stratification of patients with known or suspected CVDs (4) . Studies have indicated that SPECT and SPECT-CT have high diagnostic accuracy, low radiation exposure, and high image quality for CVD management (5) .
Advances in cardiac nuclear medicine imaging in terms of software and hardware such as optimal detector geometric arrays, linear count statistics, count rate response, and new reconstruction algorithms, provide further improvement in image quality (6, 7) .
Recently, quantitative radiomics studies have opened new horizons for better medical management of several diseases such as cancer and CVDs (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . The aim of radiomics is to extract quantitative features from medical images using data-mining algorithms for predicting, prognosis, and therapeutic response prediction and assessment (8, 14, 15) . In this light, radiomics could provide valuable information for personalized therapy. Previous radiomics studies have suggested that radiomics features could act as biomarkers that characterize and predict diseases to provide support for patient management (8, 16) .
Based on biomarker discovery guidelines and studies, biomarker repeatability and reproducibility are critical and essential assessments that should be addressed prior to clinical decision making. (17) . In the repeatability and reproducibility measurements, a reliable radiomic feature remains stable between two measurements when conditions remain stable. The feature should also remain the same while using different equipment, software, settings, or operator (18) . If so, then the feature may be considered as a good biomarker for clinical settings. Due to this, a considerable amount of literature has been published on radiomics features repeatability and reproducibility against changes in the radiomics process such as image acquisition, reconstruction, pre-processing, segmentation, and data analysis (19) (20) (21) . Nuclear radiomics studies have tested the repeatability and reproducibility of imaging features over various imaging parameters including reconstruction algorithms, matrix size, iteration number, number of subsets, and post-filtering in both phantom and patients (18, 21) .
To date, little evidence has been found on cardiac SPECT repeatability and reproducibility over different imaging settings. This present study aims to assess the repeatability and reproducibility of radiomics features for cardiac phantoms against variations in image acquisitions and reconstruction methods.
Material and Methods:
Strategy of Study Fig 1 shows the details of the current study.
Scanners
Four scanners with dual-head gamma cameras were used to acquire SPECT scans of a phantom with cardiac defects. Clinical data was obtained using three SPECT/CT scanners (GE INFINIA HAWKEYE, SIEMENS SYMBIA T2, SIEMENS SYMBIA T6, and PHILIPS BRIGHTVIEW)
Phantom Preparation
A commercially available phantom mimicking the shape of a normal heart was used in these experiments. The right ventricular cavity was filled with a solution of water, -Sestamibi (MIBI), Tc to avoid any saturation-related loss in counts. This phantom was placed in the Jaszczak Phantom and was surrounded by water. In order to simulate the real position of the cardiac in the chest, the Jaszczak Phantom was placed in the center of the field of view and orientated in the 45 left-anterior and 45 caudal directions.
Data acquisition
Time per projection was modulated to obtain a total recorded activity of approximately 500 kilocounts. Three defects were also added in order to simulate clinical abnormalities. Data acquisitions were performed at different scanners with different acquisition modes such as Number of View, View Matrix Size, and attenuation correction.
Image Reconstruction
To study the impact of reconstruction settings on image features, six image reconstruction methods full width at half maximum (FWHM) of Gaussian filter, Butterworth filter order, and Butterworth filter cut-off were also studied. All these parameters are listed in Table 1 and resulted in 5263 reconstructed images.
Image Segmentation
All segmentations were performed using the 3D-Slicer software. For the non-defected cardiac, the whole cardiac was segmented. For the defected cardiac, three regions were extracted including the defect region, whole cardiac, and whole cardiac minus defect area. To minimize the impact of segmentation on the results, one VOI was delineated and registered on all reconstruction methods. 
Feature Extraction
Eighty-seven radiomic features including first, second, and high order texture were extracted from images. Table 2 shows the extracted image features.
Statistical Analysis
To assess reproducibility and repeatability the coefficient of variation (COV) was used for each image feature over different imaging settings, by:
Where SD is the standard deviation of feature values and Mean is the mean of different settings.
COVs were analyzed and four reproducibility categories were obtained based on the COV values:
very small (COV ≤ 5%), small (5% < COV ≤ 10%), intermediate (10% < COV ≤ 20%) and large (COV > 20%). Regarding the cut off, results showed that 37.93% (33 features) of all features were most reproducible (COV≤5%). For GLCM and FO feature sets, CP and Minimum were the less reproducible (COV>20 %) feature, respectively. More details are available in supplementary Table   7 .
Impact of Matrix size
On the impact of matrix size, data shows that most features are not repeatable and 82.76% of them had COV>20 %. On the other hand, only seven features including IDMN IDN/IMC1/ (from GLCM), RP/SRE, (from GLRLE), ZE (from GLSZM), and DE (GLDM) were found as most reproducible (COV≤5%) and there were no reproducible features from the FO feature set. More details are available in supplementary Table 8 .
Impact of Attenuation Correction
The results on the impact of attenuation correction showed that 16. Table 9 .
Impact of number of views
On the impact of the number of views, results showed that 70.11% (61 features) and 9.2% (8 features) of all features had COV≤5% and COV>20%, respectively. Features including IDMN/IDN/IMC1/IMC2 (from the GLCM feature set), RLNUN/RP/SRE (from the GLRLM feature set), ZE (from the GLSZM feature set), and DE (from the GLDM feature set) were the most reproducible features (COV≤5%) and there was feature with COV≤5% in FO feature set.
More details are available in supplementary Table 10 . 
Discussion
Radiomics is a new advanced approach for better disease management by using fast, non-invasive, easy, and cost effective methodology (10, 16) . In this approach, features extracted from medical images are used for clinical applications and disease management (16, (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . However, it is important to note that radiomics suffers from fluctuation in the features against changing imaging settings, segmentation, and processing. Due to this, previous studies have suggested that radiomics features must be assessed in terms of repeatability, reproducibility, and robustness before applying them in clinical decision-making (27) .
This study analyzed the reproducibility of cardiac SPECT radiomics features against changes in imaging settings including reconstruction, number of iterations, number of subsets, different filter, Gaussian-FWHM, cut-off, order, matrix size, attenuation correction, and number of views. Results showed that several features are reproducible while many of them are not. It was also found that the effects of different imaging settings are dependent on the type of setting and feature characteristics.
As shown in the heatmap, IDMN and IDN features from GLCM, RP from GLRLM, ZE from GLSZM, and DE from the GLDM feature sets were the only features that were most reproducible (COV≤5%) against change in all imaging settings. In addition, the IDMN feature from GLCM, LALGLE, SALGLE, and LGLZE features from GLSZM and the SDLGLE feature from GLDM feature sets were the only features that were less reproducible (COV>20 %) against changes in all imaging settings.
The results show that the matrix size has the greatest impact on feature variability, which is in concordance with previous studies. Previous study showed that the impact of matrix size changes in PET/CT radiomic features (21) . After matrix size, the number of views has the large impact on radiomics future values.
Cardiac radiomics is a new approach for better CVDs management. Several studies have been conducted in attempts to address this issue. Ashrafinia et al. (28, 29) , applied texture and radiomics analysis to clinical myocardial perfusion SPECT imaging to predict coronary artery calcification (CAC) from CT imaging. A study by Kolossváry et al.(30) , showed that radiomics features are superior to conventional quantitative computed tomographic metrics in identifying coronary plaques with napkin-ring signs. Neisius et al.(31) examined the diagnostic ability of cardiovascular magnetic resonance image radiomics features in differentiating between hypertensive heart disease (HHD) and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM). Their study showed that native T1 imaging discriminates between HHD and HCM patients and provides incremental value over global native T1 mapping.
The results can be applied in various clinical settings before any decision making and to design and discover more imaging biomarkers. A wide range of studies have been done on the repeatability and reproducibility of radiomic features. Recently, Traverso et al. (32) analyzed which types of radiomic features have been shown to be repeatable/reproducible in peer-reviewed studies, and to what degree of repeatability and reproducibility might be achievable. However, this review does not mention the presence of research conducted on SPECT radiomics features repeatability and reproducibility. To the best of our knowledge, this current study is the first work on this topic and it's results are beneficial for researchers and clinicians working in this field (9, 12, 33) .
Although these results are significant, this study has some limitations. This study was conducted by using phantom and more clinical studies are needed to explore the impact of biological factors on the radiomics features.
Conclusion
This multi-scanner phantom study analyzed the reproducibility of Cardiac SPECT radiomics feature against changes in imaging settings including reconstruction, number of iterations, number of subsets, different filter, Gaussian-FWHM, cut-off, order, matrix size, attenuation correction, and number of views. Repeatability and reproducibility of SPECT/CT radiomics texture features in different imaging settings is feature-dependent. Additionally, different image acquisitions and reconstructions have different effects on radiomics texture features. Low COV radiomics features should be consider for further clinical studies.
